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When -j - 1 < a < -j, where j is a positive integer, the Laguerre poly- 
nomials {LLlp’}&, form a complete orthogonal set in a nondegenerate inner 
product space H which is defined by employing an appropriate regularized linear 
functional on H’j)[[O, co); x”+J -% e 1. Expansions in terms of these Laguerre 
polynomials are exhibited. The Laguerre differential operator is shown to be 
self-adjoint with real, discrete, integer eigenvalues. Its spectral resolution and 
resolvent are exhibited and discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [8] it was shown by distributional techniques that when -j - 1 < 
(Y < -j, j a positive integer, the Laguerre polynomials (L~)(x)},“=e are 
mutually orthogonal with respect to the sesquilnear form 
Further it was established that the “inner squares” (I$), ~5:‘) are given 
by the sme formula as when 01> -1: 
<L’,“‘,Lk’) = n!r(n + a -I- l)/T(CY + 1), 
a# -1, -2,... . The formulas above are canonical regularization of x+~, and 
are therefore analytic continuations in OL of the more well known classical formu- 
las, which exist when 01 > -1. (See [4].) 
However, a problem arises when 01 < - 1. The signs of <I$), Lr)) alternate 
up to n = j. Thus the expansions in terms of the Laguerre polynomials when 
01 < - 1 require a setting different from the usual L2 space. 
Furthermore, in evaluating the coefficients in such an expansion, the sesqui- 
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linear form requires the functions being expanded to be at least j - I times 
differentiable at x = 0. 
To circumvent the first of these difficulties an indefinite inner product space, 
denoted by H, is introduced. To handle the second, the Sobolev space 
H’f’[(O, co); xE+je@J (see [2; p. 16521) is used to contain H. 
The inner product 
1 e-“f(x) g(x) - ‘2 (e-*fg)(“) (0) $1 dx 
k=O 
(4 
is awkward, and, except for its obvious connection with canonical regulariza- 
tions, seems difficult to use. Integration by parts j times, however, formally 
yields 
(-1)j 
(f, g> = r(a + j + l) s om xm+5[e-zfZl’5) dx, (B) 
which bears a close resemblance to the cases (Y > - 1. It is this inner product that 
we actually use to define the indefinite inner product space H. If the differentiation 
under the integral sign is actually carried out, then 
(-1)j 
(f,g> = r((y + j + 1j 
I 
@= 
x0+3e--sG*AFdx, o ((2 
where 
F=(f,f’,..., f(j))T, 
G = (g, g’,..., g”‘)T, 
A = (%m), 
and 
a,, = j!(- l)“+“/( j - I - m + 2)! (I - l)! (m - I)!, l+m<jf2 
= 0, lfm>j+2. 
(4, W and (9 are equivalent for elements f, g in H(n[[O, co); xm+ie-lc]. 
Further, the matrix A can be majorized to show 
where (., .} denotes the norm in H(j)[[O, cc); x*+je-51. Thus for elements f in 
H’j)[[O, 00); p+ie-2] the expression <f, f) is finite. 
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The expression (., .> is called a Hilbert majorant ([l; pp. 77, 891) for (., .I>. 
The matrix A in (C) is called the Gram operator of (., .> with respect to {., .} 
existence of a Hilbert majorant will have important implications later. 
It is also true that if f has a finite “inner square” (f, f > given by (C), then 
f E fP[[O, m); .P+je-z]. 
THEOREM I. I. f is in the inner product space H, defined by (B) or (C), ;f and 
only zff E fP[[O, a); Pfie+]. 
We have placed the proof in Section 5 since it does not play an integral part 
in what follows. 
There have been other earlier works concerning the Laguerre polynomials 
when OL < -1. Kover [5] essentially regularizes the polynomials themselves, 
then shows the completeness of these in P[O, co), 1 f p < 00. He also shows 
they are eigenfunctions of the cut Hankel transform (cut denotes a regularization 
of JJx)). Erdelyi [3] modifies Kober’s work to derive some additional formulae 
including several biorthogonal sets. In neither paper, however, do the modified 
Laguerre polynomials form an orthogonal set, as is the case here. 
Laguerre polynomials with 01 < - 1 occur naturally in a discussion of ortho- 
gonal polynomials in two variables. H. L. Krali and Sheffer [7] classified all 
orthogonal (or generalized orthogonal) polynomials in two variables which 
satisfy a partial differential equation of second order. One of their classifications 
involves products Lo-“‘) ‘L:)(y)), where in the first term 01 = -9, and in 
the second CL = a is arbitrary. 
2. KREIN SPACES 
As is well known, an inner product space &’ is a linear vector space together 
with a sesquilinear form (., .): &’ x X -+ %?, called an inner product, which 
satisfies 
c? Y) = (Y7 4 
for all x, y, z in 2 and OL, /l complex numbers. If the inner product is positive, 
that is, if (x, X) > 0 for all x # 0, then /I x j( = (x, x)rlz defines a norm on Z, 
and the closure of JV is a Hilbert space. 
If, however, (., .) is not positive (or negative), there are some elements x 
in # for which (x, X) > 0, some for which (x, x) = 0 but x # 0, and some for 
which (x, X) < 0. Such a space is an indefinite inner product space. We refer the 
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reader to Bognar [2] for an elegant detailed discussion. (Our notation throughout 
this section is due to Bognar.) We note that although 
9++ = {x E A?: (x, x) > 0 or x = 0}, 
fl={x~&‘:(x,x)=Obutx#O), 
F- = (x E 2: (x, x) < 0 or x = 0} 
are subsets of 9’ whose union is S, none of these sets 9’++, P, P- is a sub- 
space. This is not so bad as it seems. In many cases, including the case which 
interests us, subspaces within these sets can be found which span S’. 
S? is said to be decomposable if there exist subspace .%‘+ CBff, .?P C 
P v (O} and .%?- CB-- such that 
(0 denotes orthogonal sum.) Further &’ is nondegenerate if .%?O = {O}, i.e. if 
If ,Z’ is nondegenerate, let Pf, P- be projections of S’ onto &‘+, X-, so that 
for x=x++x-ES?, x+E#+, x- E .@-, then P+x = x+, P-x = x-. The 
transformation J = P+ - P- is called the fundamental symmetry belonging 
to the decomposition of H into H+ @ H-. Jx = x+ - x-, and so Ja = I, 
J-1 = J, J is symmetric and isometric. 
Further if 
(x9 Y), = (F, Y) 
= (x+, x’) - (x-, x-), 
then (a, *)J is positive definite and defines a norm 11 I),, the J-norm, on &‘. The 
completion of .%? under the J-norm is a Hilbert space. 
An alternative to the J-norm is given by setting 1 xf lH+ = (xf, x+)li2, 
1 x- IH- = [-(x-, x-)I”” f or xf E .S+, x- E .%?-, and considering the subspaces 
&‘+, S’- separately under 1 * lH+ , 1 . IH- . When .x?+, .?P- are complete in these 
norms, they are said to be intrinsically complete. If not, their completions under 
these norms are intrinsic completions. These subspaces have (mutually ortho- 
gonal) complete orthonormal sets within them. 
We quote from Bognar [l; pp. 82, 831: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let {e,)yS1 be an orthotwrmul set in the nondegenerate inner 
product space .%‘. The following are equivalent: 
(a) .#’ admits afindamental decomposition 
iV==&+@Jf-, a?+ c 9++, JP- C9-- 
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mh that the ej’s with (ej , ej) = 1 belong to .#‘+ and form there u complete wtho- 
normal system; the e,‘s with (ej , ej) = - 1 belong to .X?- and form there a complete 
orthomnvnul system. 
(b) We huwe 
and 
- C I@, ej)12 < (x, 3) < C I@, ej)12, x Es?. 
(e,.t+-1 (q.c+-1 
(c) We huoe 
(x,Y) = f (ei , 4 (x, ej) (ej , 39, X,YEZ. 
j=l 
(d) The fun&ion 11 x 11 = (CT-, 1(x, e,)12)1/2, x E ST, is a quudratic norm on 
3, and in the topology of /I * (1 for al2 x in &‘, 
x = f (ej , e,) (x, ej) ej . 
j=l 
Hence many of the properties associated with Hilbert spaces have been pre- 
served. 
A Krein space &’ is an inner product space which admits a fundamental 
decomposition .#’ = .#+ @ &‘-, .%‘+ C 9++, &‘- C P-, in which the sub- 
spaces &‘+, .#- are intrinsically complete. It follows that a Krein space X’ is 
nondegenerate, and every fundamental decomposition looks like the one des- 
cribed above. Further .%? is a Krein space if and only if Z, under the J-norm, 
is a Hiibert space [ 1; p. 2001. 
As we have seen in part, when considering the Laguerre polynomials {Lr)>E4 , 
-j- 1 < OL < j, a suitable inner product space L arises naturally. Examining 
the situation in more detail we find that when j = 2k, L+ is spanned by 
and 
e2$ = L$/[(2i)! T(2i + OL + l)/T(cx + 1)]1’2, i = O,..., k, 
e, = L~‘[n!F(n + a + l)/P(a + 1)]“2, n >j. 
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L- is spanned by 
e2i+l = L.$,/[-(2i + l)! r(2i + (Y + 2)/r(0l + 1)]1’2, i = o,..., k - 1. 
Then L = L+ @L-. 
Wehn j = 2k - 1, Lf is spanned by 
ezi = L$)/[(2i)/F(2i + 01 + l)/F(~y + l)]“a, i = o,..., k - 1. 
L- is spanned by 
e2i+l = L&[-(2i + l)/F(2i + a: + 2)!r(a + l)]l”, 
and 
i = O,..., k - 1, 
e, = Lk)/[-n!F(n + 01 + l)/T(a + 1)]“2, n >j. 
Again L = L+ @L-. 
In either case L is isomorphic to the collection of all sequences {uj}&, satisfying 
c9T0 aj2 < CO, the corresponding element f in L being 
Two facts need to be shown: first, L is a Krein space, and second that it contains 
every element of H. 
3. LAGUERRE SPACES 
THEOREM 3.1. Let -j - 1 < 01 < -j, where j is a positive integer. Then 
(a) The inner product space L spanned by the Laguerre polynomials {Lr)}zA 
is a Krein space. 
(b) L = H. 
Proof. (a) An elementf = Cj”=, (e. 3 , ej ) a,ej is inL if and only if cj”, aj2 < 
co. Since L has a fundamental decomposition (Theorem 2.1, part (a)), Theorem 
2.1, part (b) establishes 
c aj2 d zl aj2 ,< 1 ai2. 
<e,.ej>=-1 <t?,,Ejbl 
Now one of the series on the end is finite. This ties the convergence of the series 
on the other end to the one in the middle. Since the middle converges, the other 
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does as well. This implies that L+, L- are Hilbert spaces, and L is intrinsically 
complete. 
(b) According to [I; p. 891, since H admits a Hilbert majorant, H is 
decomposable with 
H=H-t-@HOOH-, 
Hy- C F+, HO C 9’” u {O}, H- C 8--. W e use two Lemma to show Ho = #. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let j = 0, l,..., - 1 < m < 0, n = 1, 2 ,.... Then 
i (~)wz n(n - 1) *.. (n - 1 + 1) 
l=O 
(m+n)(m+n- l)*.*(m+n--1+ 1) 
m(m - 1) 0.. (m - j + 1) 
5(m+n)(m+n-1)**~(m+n-j+ l)#O* 
. 
Proof. The sum can be written as (see [9; p. 281) 
m(m - 1) *a* (m -j + 1) 
= (-5”1)k)j =(m+n)(m+n- 1)...(m+n-j- 1) 
# 0. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let m = 01 + j, -1 <m < 0. Let Jo H be orthogonal to 
cw>,“_o 9 and let g = e-sj. Then 
I 
m 
xm+ng(i)(x) dx = 0 
0 
for n = 0, l,.... 
Proof. Assuming that j is orthogonal to {L~‘}~zo is equivalent to assuming 
that 
I 
m 
x’+“g)‘j dx = 0 
0 
for 12 = 0, l,.... If the differentiation is carried out, then 
to (f) n(n _ 1) . . . (n - l+ 1) Iom p+n-pz) dx = 0. 
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If integration by parts is carried out E times, the terms evaluated at 0 and co 
vanish, and the result is 
( (1 i. “I (---1Y 
n(n - 1) *.* (n - z+ 1) 
(m+n)(m+n-l)***(m+n-l+l) omxm+“g”‘(x)dx )J 
= 0. 
Since the coefficient is not zero, the integral must be. 
Now suppose f~ HO. Then f is orthogonal to all of H, and especially to 
W~‘>,“po - Thus if g = e-&f, Lemma 3.3 shows that 
I 
m 
xa+j+ng(i)(x) dx = 0. 
0 
If g(i) = e-$/z, h t en h E L2[[0, co); P+Je-21, and the equation above is equivalent 
to 
I 
m x”+5ee-2L~5’(x) h(x) dx = 0 
0 
for n = 0, I,.... Since the Laguerre polynomials {~5lp+j)},“,~ are dense in L2[[0, co); 
xOL+fe+] (see [lo]), we have h = 0 andg (5) = 0. This means that g is a polynomial 
of degree j, which is impossible, since f is orthogonal to (LIp’)zd, unless g = 
e-“f = 0. 
So far we have shown that 
H=H+@H-. 
We assume that (e, .), restricted to H+ and H-, has been used to complete 
these subspaces. So 
H=H+@H- 
is a Krein space. 
We have already noted that 
L =L+ @L-, LCH, 
is a Krein space. Thus, according to Theorem 3.4 of [I; p. 1041, L is ortho- 
complicated. I.e. H = L @ LI. Again, iff E LA, then f is orthogonal to (Lp)>fo , 
and so f = 0. Thus Ll = {O), and we are done. 
We summarize 
THEOREM 3.4. L = H is a nondegetwate, decomposable Krein space spanned 
b m?l;~o * 
We call these spaces Laguerre spaces. 
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4. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF THE LAGUERRE DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
A spectral analysis and spectral decomposition of the Laguerre differential 
operator 
ly = -xy” + (1 + 01- X)y’ 
is quite similar to the cases 01 > - 1, and is quickly developed. 
We denote by D those elements y E H for which Ly is also in H. This implies 
that y isj + 1 times continuously differentiable and that thej + 2-nd derivative 
exists a.e. 
We define the Laguerre differential operator L by setting Ly = ly for all 
y E D. 
THEOREM 4.1. (a) L is selfadjoint on H. 
(b) The spectrum of L is discrete and consists of the integers 0, l,.... Each 
eigenvalue n has multiplicity I with single corresponding e&n..nction Lg’. 
(c) For all h # n, n = 0, 1 ,..., L - AI has a J-bounded inverse. 
Proof. (a) For 01 > -1, L is well known to be symmetric with weight 
x”e-“. So for y E D 
Jo% xaeez[Ly(x)] Z(X) dx = jorn x”e+y(x) [Lg(x)] dx. 
If this expression is continued analytically in 01 through complex values to the 
interval -j - 1 < OL < -j, then (Ly, a> = (y, Lz) is the result (see [4]). Or 
alternately, an elementary computation shows 
,T+j(e-r[Ly] g)(j) - xa+i(e-“y[&])U) = (p+j+l[e-zW(y, T)](1)) 
and integration from 0 to co yields the symmetry equation above. 
Since (L~)}~=,-, C D, it is apparent that L is densely defined in H. Self-adjoint- 
ness will follow by showing that (L - x1), h # n, has a bounded inverse in 
pa* (9. 
(b) It is immediate that LLF) = nL:l, n = 0, I,... That there are no 
other points in the spectrum follows from part (c). 
(c) Let the polynomials L, (-) be normalized as in Section 2. So Le, = 
ne, and (e, , e,) = +l. Let (L - XT) y = f. We wish to show that (L - XI)y 
= f can be solved for y whenever h f n for alife H. 
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Let 
m 
y = C <en , em> anen, 
?I=0 
f=?< e, , s> hen , 
7X=0 
where a, = (Y, 4, b, = <f, 4. 
We know that Cz==, 1 b, I2 < 00. We will be done if we can relate a, to b, to 
show Cnzo 1 a,, I2 < co. Set 
(L - WY = f <en , 4 a& - A> e, 
n=O 
= i. (en , en> been 
= f* 
Thus a, = b,/(n - A). 
Now if A # n, n = 0, l,..., then inf, 1 X - 11 j = Q > 0. This implies that 
Ia,l<lb,l/~ 
i. I a, I2 -c (lH2 f I b, I2 < CO. 
n=o 
This shows that 
that (15 - AI)-1 is J-bounded and closed for all A # 0, I,..., that for such real 
A, (L - AI)-l is self-adjoint. Hence so is L. 
When h = p + iv, v # 0, a similar argument shows that 
I@ - W-l l/J -=c l/l v I > 
a well known estimate for self-adjoint inverse. 
Each of the Laguerre polynomials e, generates a one dimensional subspace 
E, in H, The projection of an element y into E, is given by 
THEOREM 4.2. (a) For ally E H, 
y = f-P,n I= f P,. 
n=o ?l=O 
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(b) P,,P,,, = 0, n # tn. Pn2 = P, , n = 0, 1, . . . . 
(c) For ally E D. 
m cc 
LY = c npny, L = C nP, . 
n=0 ?L=O 
y E D if and only if 
(d) For all h # 0, l,..., 
(L - hl)-l = 2 (l/[n - A]) P, . 
?l=O 
We omit the proof because of its similarity to the proofs in a Hilbert space. 
5. REMARKS 
It is possible to show f~ H if and only if f~ H(j)[[O, 00); xe+je-r]. Let the 
matrix A from (C) be decomposed into A = C’,=, h,Q, with A, **. A, ( 0, and 
h Pfl ... Aj > 0, and let 
A+ = i XjQk, A- = f X,Q, . 
k=P+l k=l 
(-1)j 
(f, g) = r(ol + j + l) 
s 
Ox*+~e-xG*AF dx 
(-l)i 
where a = a+ + a- with a+ given by 
s 
m xa+je--IG*A+F dx = {a&f, g}, 
0 
a- given by 
s 
m &ie-“G*A-F dx = {u-f, g>. 
0 
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Since A is symmetric, so is a. Further if a has a spectral resolution 
a= 
I 
M A dE(h), 
m- 
then 
a+ =s MA dE(h), a- = o+ s ‘- X dE(A) m- 
H+= M 
s 
dE(I\) H = P+H, 
o+ 
H- = s ‘- dE(h) H = P-H. m- 
For an arbitrary element f~ H 
(-l)j 
(pf> ‘+f) = r(a + j + 1) {a+f,f I 
(-l)i m 
= p+j+ 1) s 
xa+jpF*A+F dx < 00, 
0 
t-1Y 
-(P-f2 P-f > = - qa + j + 1) WfYf > 
(-l>j a = - r(ol+j+ 1) 
s 
xa+‘F*A-Fdx < co. o 
Therefore 
(-l>j m 
(f, f >J = rca + j + I) 
I 
x”+jF*JalFdx < 00, o 
where d = A+ - A- = &, I h, / Qk > 0. If 0 < 6 < min 1 An: 1 , then 
I < (l/c) &, and 
x”+jF*&F dx < 0~) . 
Very similar results are also obtainable for the Jacobi polynomials {P~~B))~so 
when CY < - 1, #? < - 1 or both, so long as 01, /3 and cx + /I + 1 are not negative 
integers. 
A problem remaining is to derive expansions involving Laguerre or Jacobi 
polynomials in a complex setting [6] and show that the indefinite inner product 
expansions are limits of the complex expansions. (See [6]). 
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